Quizzes and Question Libraries in D2L

Quizzes

- Useful for assessment
  - Small daily/weekly comprehension checks
  - Comprehensive final exams
- Contain many types of questions
  - True/false
  - Multiple choice
  - Short answer
  - Etc.
- Linked to items in the gradebook
- Extensive customization
- Questions create within a quiz to stay within that quiz

Question Library

- Used to build quizzes
- Contain many types of questions
  - True/false
  - Multiple choice
  - Short answer
  - Etc.
- Can be used to build quizzes dynamically
  - Select 10 questions at random from a bank of 30 questions
  - One quiz can compromise many question banks from the library
  - Can be transferred between classes on Desire2Learn

Recommendation

- First create question libraries
- Then use libraries to create quizzes
- Advantages
  - Flexibility
  - Generate random sections
  - Repeat questions
    - i.e. comprehensive final exam
  - Copy and share questions between classes

Crucial difference between Quizzes and Question Libraries
You should now have an understanding of the relationship between Quizzes and Question Libraries.

For further support, email facultyd2l@okstate.edu or call (405) 744-1000.